
INTRODUCTION

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common
neurodegenerative disease which courses with cognitive and
functional decline associated with age. Whereas,
periodontitis is a chronic multifactorial inflammatory disease
associated with dysbiotic plaque biofilms and characterized
by progressive destruction of the supporting tissues of the
tooth that eventually may result in tooth loss. Inflammation is
known to play an important role in both diseases, so there is
growing evidence of an association between
periodontitis and AD.

METHODS

Our target sample includes N = 10,708 participants (5,971 AD cases and 4,737 controls) from
the Genome Research at Fundación ACE (GR@ACE). We develop a genome-wide polygenic
risk score (PRS) for our target sample using the top 8 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)
(p < 10-6) of PerioGEN study, the first AgP genome-wide association study (GWAS) in Spanish
population.

CONCLUSIONS

Despite previous reports of association, we did not find any
evidence of association between AD and AgP.
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RESULTS

We found no significant difference in AgP risk between
AD cases and controls. The R2 change for the inclusion of
PRS was .004.

AIM

The aim of this study is to investigate the shared genetic
background between AD and the severe form of
periodontitis, aggressive periodontitis (AgP).
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Figure 1: Representation of the aim of the study. 
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1. DATA

• Individual-level genotype  and phenotype data

TARGET SAMPLE: GR@CE

3. PRS CALCULATION

• Summary statistics • ORs weights
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Figure 2: Polygenic risk score (PRS) analysis process.

4. INTERPRETATION OF PRS

2. QUALITY CONTROL 

• Regression analysis: predictive ability of PRS

• Nagelkerke R2: variability associated with PRS

• Population structure, sample overlap and relatedness.


